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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Beacon Endpoint Profiler Version 4.1 Releases
Beacon Endpoint Profiler Version 4.1 Releases

Related Documentation
This document is to be used in conjunction with the most recent Beacon
Configuration Guide which is available for download from the Support website
documentation page: http://support.greatbaysoftware.com/

Obtaining Documentation or Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, submitting a service request, and
gathering additional information, contact Great Bay Software Technical Support:

• Visit the Support website: http://support.greatbaysoftware.com/

• Send an email to support@greatbaysoftware.com.

• Call Great Bay Software Technical Support:

– In North America, call 1-800-503-1715 (toll free)

– In other locations, call +1-603-766-6124

New Features and Enhancements: Release 4.1
The following describes the New Features and Enhancements that have been
added in the 4.1.0-20 release:

Beacon Endpoint Profiler v4 
Release Release Date
Release 4.1.0-20 September, 2012
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  New Features and Enhancements: Release 4.1
Table 1-1 List of New Features in Version 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Description
2723 Add Device Sponsorship to UI

The Device Sponsorship feature has been integrated into the
Beacon software. This will provide the user the ease and
convenience of creating, editing and monitoring sponsor devices
from the Beacon’s UI. Great Bay Software’s Device Sponsorship
delivers a system whereby company employees have the ability
through a web portal to provision company assets requiring
corporate connectivity prior to authentication. The Device
Sponsorship solution will assist administrators that need to
provision network access for newly acquired devices, or for devices
that require temporary access such as PXE boot machines or
internal assets requiring imaging and network access on a
temporary basis. 

Great Bay’s Device Sponsorship was built specifically to
inter-operate in NAC / 802.1X enabled networks and to integrate
with the authentication control plane used in 802.1X. In addition to
provisioning access for devices, Device Sponsorship also: allows
the sponsor to specify a duration for the device access, tracks all
provisioned accounts. Finally, Device Sponsorship is now
completely integrated into Great Bay Software’s Beacon Endpoint
Profiler, to provide a complete solution for authenticating all
network attached assets and for providing a system for managing
and reducing the complexities associated with the authenticated
network. 

The Device Sponsorship software is enabled by a specific Beacon
License Key, which allows the UI to display the Sponsor tab, in
order to create, edit, and monitor the Device Sponsorship. 

2752 Update Platform Operating System
With this release the Beacon Platform operating system is updated
to FreeBSD 8.3-RELEASE-p4.

2682 Auto Populate “Distribute Load Over” Parameter Based on
L2/L3 Polling Interval
Previous to code version 4.1 the Distribute Load Over parameter
was user configurable, there was the potential to have this value
misconfigured. In the 4.1 code the parameter is now auto
calculated by the UI based on the values of Mapping Interval, L2 or
L3 whichever is lower. It will be populated in the configuration
automatically based on the 90% calculation, rounded up to the
closest minute. 

2877 FreeBSD-SA-12:01.openssl
The update to the FreeBSD operating system includes an update to
OpenSSL, addressing multiple security issues.
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  New Features and Enhancements: Release 4.1
329 Viewing Profile Data
A 'last observed' column has been added to the Endpoint Profile
data information to allow Beacon administrators to more accurately
associate behaviors with endpoints in terms of when they occurred.
This can also aid in system verification exercises as the
administrator will be able to more accurately understand the
behavior of the Beacon Modules. 

712 Clear IP-only Endpoints
IP-only endpoint management has been enhanced to allow the
deletion of IP-only endpoints.

1107 Server Configuration Page Redesign
The Beacon Server configuration section of the UI has been
redesigned to more clearly portray the features and functions of
Beacon in terms of mandatory vs. optional and basic vs. advanced
as well as grouping functional areas of the product into functionally
related areas.

1950 Multi-Profile Actions
Users can now select multiple or all profiles and configure
Enabled/disabled, Timeout, LDAP, and Profile Group values.

1951 Last Query/Update info for AD Servers
The list Active Directory Servers page now provides two new
columns to reflect the most recent interactions with AD, the Last
Queried and Last Data Update Columns.

2198 Home Tab Debug Notification
When the Beacon System or one of its components is put into
debug mode, a notification will be placed on the Home tab within
the Beacon UI.

2354 Discovered and Last Updated Data for Endpoint Summary
The Endpoint Summary screens now present the date and time that
the endpoint was originally discovered as well as a Data Updated
timestamp to portray the last time Endpoint Profiling Data relative
to the endpoints' membership in a profile was observed.

2438 Database encryption of credentials
The Beacon database and UI have been enhanced to provide
encryption/decryption of credentials stored within the Beacon
system including: RADIUS shared secrets, SNMP Community names
and Auth/Priv credentials, RADIUS for NIDS, TSIG keys, and AD
credentials.

1592 Block memorization of Beacon UI passwords
Beacon will now disable the browsers ability to store Beacon
credentials.

Ticket # Description
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
Caveats in Version 4 Releases
This section contains information regarding known open issues as well as resolved
issues in each of the 4.1 releases of the Beacon Endpoint Profiler.

2019 Last modified timestamp on Profiles
Profile creation and tuning is now accompanied by a timestamp so
that Beacon customers can more effectively manage the endpoint
profiles library.

2068 Import of DNS zones
Beacon now supports the bulk import of DNS zones via CSV file.

2161 Database remodel notification
The Beacon home screen now displays a notification when the
system is remodeling.

2197 Audit Logging
Beacon will now generate logging information regarding user
interaction and operation of the Beacon system. This log is
available to external systems via syslog.

2213 Automated Database Maintenance
Beacon will now run a daily routine to remove unused Endpoint
Data from the database. This function can be enabled/disabled
from within the Beacon UI

2488 Collector Status
The status of Collectors within the Beacon UI has been improved in
several ways. Individual Collectors status states are now
aggregated in a way that more granularly portrays the status of all
Collectors and the individual modules on all Collectors can now
easily be ascertained from the Beacon UI.

Ticket # Description
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
Open Caveats in Releases 4.1.0-20
The following are the known open caveats in the 4.1.0-20 release:
Table 1-2 List of Known Caveats in Version 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Description and Workaround
2065 SNMP messages after upgrade

snmpapp.conf message error messages in Server.out on
systems configured for SNMP. 

Workaround For Beacon systems configured for SNMP 
monitoring, or sending of traps for Beacon events (only), the 
following additional steps should be performed when configuring 
the appliance(s) for SNMP (as root): 

chown root:beacon /var/net-snmp/
chmod 775 /var/net-snmp/
chown root:beacon /var/net-snmp/snmpapp.conf 
chmod 770 /var/net-snmp/snmpapp.conf 

Note that these steps will reduce the number of error messages
to a manageable level, not eliminate them entirely. 

2092 Serial Port on Gen1 Appliances is inoperative when
booting from CD
Attempting to ISO a first-generation 1U Beacon Appliance using
the 4.1.x ISO via the Serial Console will fail--upon reboot/boot
from CD, no messages displayed at the console.

Note: First-generation 1U Beacon appliances are easily
identified via the date code embedded in the appliance serial
number. The four digits immediately following the letters specify
the manufacturing week and year. Appliances manufactured
before week 15 of 2010 (for example, 5000CC1010000013) are
first-generation appliances and will be susceptible to this known
issue.

Workaround Use keyboard and monitor for ISO of 
first-generation 1U appliance to 4.1.x release.

2652 Time Zone Display
Certain time zones (e.g. MSK) are not recognized by the
language used in coding the Beacon UI, which can cause the
time displayed in the UI to be incorrect

Workaround Selected a time zone that is known to PHP
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
2653 Syslog Events Severity
The Beacon UI allows for the configuration of severity values
related to Beacon events, however, these values are only
leveraged within the Beacon UI and not in the syslog events
that may also be sent as a result on an event.

Workaround None.
2762 Deleting Device Groups

When deleting a device group that contains network devices,
the network devices will be displayed in the deleted group
instead of returning to the ungrouped container.

Workaround Click on Update within the configuration page for 
each of the effected network devices.

2789 MAC Address Searches
Searching for MAC addresses with a dash as the separator returns 
an error.

Workaround Query for MAC addressees with colon separators or 
no separators.

2790 Search Exclusions
In the Advanced Search utility, the exclude function does not work 
for MAC Address, MAC Vendor, DHCP Hostname, DNS Name, or 
Profile Name searches

Workaround None.
2791 LLDP Search Results

In the Advanced search utility, searching for devices via LLDP pro-
vides the correct results, but the LLDP data in the table of results 
is not populated

Workaround None.
2792 Time Parameter Search

Using the time parameter in the Advanced search will return an 
error.

Workaround None.

Table 1-2 List of Known Caveats in Version 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Description and Workaround
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
2794 CDP data not being updated to Beacon's Database
CDP data not being updated with usage of Polycom Soundpoint 
Phone on a authenticated port and non-authenticated port on a 
Cisco 3560.
There is two issues with CDP, first, not updating the CDP data 
when a poll occurs with a linkup and mac notification trap, on both 
a non-auth and auth port.
Second issue, not updating the data on MAB port on a full query. 
Full query works fine on a non-auth port. 

Workaround None.
2806 Performing a SNMP ’Query Now’ for a Endpoint, Set as

’Device’, Fails
Adding a Endpoint that supports SNMP, for example a Windows
7 PC, to Network Device list, setting it as Device and then doing
a Query Now fails. Unable to contact device.

Workaround None.
2851 Adding a new beacon.key license to existing system, will

not overwrite the existing beacon.key license in the UI.
When adding a new beacon.key where additional collectors have
been added to the Beacon system, then uploading the key via
the UI, the output indicates,” Key was successfully uploaded.”
But the key transfer message indicated it has timeout. “The key
did not get applied within 90 seconds.” Still displaying the
previous number of collectors instead of the increase in
collectors the new key would have provided.

Workaround Contact Great Bay Support for assistance with the 
workaround, with overwriting a existing beacon.key license.

Table 1-2 List of Known Caveats in Version 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Description and Workaround
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
Resolved Caveats in Release 4.1.0-20
The following are the resolved caveats in the 4.1.0-20 release.

2920 Show Data button, Doesn't Work on the TCP Open Port
Rule.
Adding a new TCP Open Port rule, from the “Save Port Rule”
screen clicking on the “Show Data” button results in no pop
screen, for the following selections, “Software Only”, ”Traffic
Only” and “Mixed Mode”. 

Workaround None.
2942 Cisco NAC Integration Incompatibility with NAC

Appliance version 4.9+.

Customers using Beacon’s Cisco NAC Integration feature with
Cisco NAC Appliance are urged not to upgrade the appliance to
NAC 4.9+, until this issue is resolved via a future release or
hotfix.

Workaround None.

Table 1-2 List of Known Caveats in Version 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Description and Workaround

Table 1-3 List of Resolved Caveats in release 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Corrected Caveat
2753 Yes UI Login Failure Displays Type of Failure,

Security Risk
When logging into the Beacon UI with a invalid user or
password will display the result in the browser status
window. This is consider a security risk.

2689 Yes NetMap Configuration Changes
When clicking Apply Changes, if there have been
changes made to the Netmap config, such as the
number of workers, the changes will not be applied to
the running configuration.

2587 Yes DNS Zone Editing
If a DNS Zone is deleted from Beacon the associated
node_names will not be deleted along with the Zone as
appropriate. 

2594 Yes Remote Collector Connection Settings
It is possible to select a remote Collector from within
the Beacon UI and configure it to communicate using
the local host address, which will cause the Beacon
Server to lose connection with the remote Collector.
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Caveats in Version 4 Releases
2768 Yes AD Domain Rule Editing
When editing an Active Directory domain rule in an
endpoint profile, the newly saved rule may not save
correctly is the rule type is changed (e.g from Domain
Name rule to Computer Name rule). 

2798 Yes Manually Setting Trunk Ports
When manually designating ports as trunk ports on
Network Devices, the resulting changes are not
displayed.

2800 Yes Profile Multi-Select and Modify
When selecting large numbers of Profiles to modify
with the multi-select or select all functions the desired
changes may not be applied to all selected profiles.

2942 Yes Properly ignore traps from trunk ports
Current trap-handling doesn't properly ignore traps
received on trunk ports

2362 Yes Include DHCP Host Name and DNS Name in
Unauthorized Endpoints View
These new columns added to GUI screen Endpoint
Console>View/Manage Endpoints>Unauthorized
Endpoints, populate per endpoint when data is
available.

2712 Yes Enhanced Extraction of MAC Address from CDP
Device ID Field
With this release, MAC address extraction support is
added for SIP phones (prefix:SIP) and Wireless Access
Points (prefix:AP).

1743 Yes Port Provisioning on Network Infrastructure
Devices using SNMPv3 is Inoperative.
Attempting to change network infrastructure device
port settings via Beacon UI when the device is running
SNMPv3.

1791,

2143

Yes View Endpoints by Profile Page May Not Display
with Large Number of Endpoints in a Profile.
Profiles with very large numbers of endpoints and data
may exceed the Memory limit for PHP.

1806 Yes Rules not Included in Maximum Profile Certainty
Static MAC and IP rules added to an Endpoint Profile
not included in Maximum Profile Certainty when
viewing the table of profiles in the UI.

Table 1-3 List of Resolved Caveats in release 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Corrected Caveat
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Release 4.1 Installation & Configuration: New Deployments
Release 4.1 Installation & Configuration: New Deployments
Startup of Beacon appliances running 4.1 releases is performed in accordance with
Chapter 4 of the Beacon Configuration Guide.

Note Prior to the initial setup/configuration of a Beacon appliance by the administrator, 
the software version can be determined by booting the appliance and logging in as 
the root system user (un-configured systems will have no root password 
assigned). Issue the following command to determine the Endpoint Profiler release 
after cancelling the Startup Scripts:

pkg_info | grep profiler-*

The output of this command will include the full release of the Beacon Endpoint 
Profiler package currently loaded on the system. To restart the Appliance Startup 
scripts, enter the command:

service profiler config

The startup scripts will not execute automatically except on first login.

In the case of Beacon appliances that have yet to be configured/deployed that are
at an earlier Beacon Endpoint Profiler software release, the appliance can be
upgraded via ISO imaging to the latest 4.1 release prior to configuration. Follow
the instructions below for performing an ISO upgrade to the latest release.

1817 Yes Sorting of Profile Data Reports is Inoperative.
When viewing reports in Utilities -> Profile Data ->
Endpoint Data Summary, the data sort order is not
changed by clicking on the column heading.

2226 Yes Single quote character not stored in Database
Correctly for AD-Publishing
Single quote characters (') in the password for the AD
Service Account used for Beacon publishing to AD are
not stored to the database correctly, and result in
failure of this integration layer.

2674 Yes The @ symbol is removed with a Save Operation
in AD-Publishing
On the Integration page for AD-Publishing, in the
Username field, when a user@domain format is
entered, the @ symbol is removed when a ’Save’ is
performed.

Table 1-3 List of Resolved Caveats in release 4.1.0-20

Ticket # Corrected Caveat
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Warning Performing an ISO of a Beacon appliance using this procedure will result 
in loss of all configuration and data. It will return the Beacon appliance to 
a new/un-configured state. All files on the system will be overwritten 
during the ISO process. This is the preferred method for returning a 
system that has been configured/collected data to a factory-fresh state.

Step 1 Contact Great Bay Technical support to secure the latest release ISO image via the 
Great Bay Software Support Site.

Step 2 Burn the ISO as a bootable disk to a CD-R.

Tip Beacon ISO CDs should be burned to a CD-R using speeds 10x or lower. Higher 
speeds can result in corrupted/unbootable installation CDs.

Step 3 ISO of the appliance must be performed via a console session using monitor or 
keyboard, or serial connection as the appliance will lose its IP configuration.

Warning See the known caveats for this release regarding the unavailability of 
serial connections for ISO on first-generation 1U Beacon appliances.

Step 4 Insert the CD into the CD-ROM drive of the Beacon appliance to be re-ISO’ed and 
reboot the appliance to start the ISO process. You will be prompted to proceed with 
the ISO after the appliance boots from the CD image.

Step 5 Follow the on-screen instructions to complete a “standard” (e.g., no custom 
keyword) ISO of the Beacon appliance. You will be prompted to acknowledge that 
all data in the file system will be lost. At the completion of the ISO, the appliance 
will eject the ISO CD and boot to the root prompt. It is now in the same state a new 
Beacon appliance would be shipped from the factory with the current release of the 
Beacon Endpoint Profiler installed.

Step 6 Upgrade any remaining new Beacon appliances that will be deployed in the system 
using the procedure above as required. All appliances in the system should be at 
the same version/release prior to beginning system configuration.

Step 7 Refer to Chapter 4 of the Beacon Configuration Guide for complete installation and 
configuration instructions for new Beacon systems. 

Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Upgrade procedure for Beacon appliances is dependent on operating mode:
standalone or HA-pair. The procedures for upgrading systems in both operating
modes are provided in the following two subsections.
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Warning The 4.1.0 direct upgrade package requires that the Beacon system to be 
upgraded be running release 3.2.0 or greater before proceeding with the 
upgrade. The 4.1.0 upgrade will check the current release of the Beacon 
Endpoint Profiler running on the system and will terminate without 
completing the upgrade if the running release is not 3.2.0 or later.

Warning For distributed Beacon systems (e.g., one or more Remote Collection 
appliances), Upgrade all Beacon Remote Collectors first, then upgrade the 
All-in-one or Server (standalone appliance or HA pair). The Beacon system 
is out-of-service until all Beacon appliances in the system have been 
upgraded and started on the same release.

Warning The upgrade process requires that the SSH connection between the 
Beacon appliance being upgraded and the device initiating the upgrade 
scripting is uninterrupted for the entirety of the upgrade. Loss of the SSH 
session may result in a failed upgrade that can only be corrected via a full 
ISO install to the affected appliance. Therefore it is highly recommended 
that the Beacon upgrade be initiated from a machine with a stable, wired 
LAN connection and dedicated to the upgrade task.

Tip The default CDP Exclusion list (Server Module configuration parameter) has been 
expanded. As part of the upgrade of existing systems, consideration should be given 
to modifying the CDP Exclusion List regular expression to include recently added 
patterns. Below is shown the default list used for new systems running 4.1.0, with 
more recently added items highlighted:

/air|ade|ata|phone|station|civs|polycom|vg2|^oe|^ce|^csacs/i

This will prevent the trunk-detection logic from incorrectly marking ports as trunks 
in the Beacon UI.

Upgrading Standalone Systems to Release 4.1.0
Upgrading the Beacon software on standalone systems to release 4.1.0 is a
straightforward process for all operating modes (All-in-one, Server Only, and
Remote Collection). The upgrade script that is integral to the upgrade package will
determine the operating mode of the system and upgrade all installed components
automatically as needed.

The upgrade will require either one or two reboots of the appliance depending on
the version being upgraded from:

• Appliances at ALL supported releases at the time of upgrade will require a
reboot at the successful completion of the release 4.1.0 upgrade.

Follow the steps below to upgrade standalone Beacon systems.
13
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Note Upgrading All-in-one and Server Only HA-pairs requires an HA-specific procedure, 
if you are upgrading an HA system proceed to Upgrading All-in-one/Server Only 
HA Pairs to 4.1.0, page 16.

Step 1 When upgrading All-in-one and Server Only standalone appliances, back up the 
current database via the Utilities->System Summary->Backup Database button 
and save to a secure location off the Beacon appliance.

Step 2 Download the Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip upgrade package from the Great Bay 
Software technical support site.

Tip After downloading the file from the website, rename the file to 
Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip if necessary.

Step 3 SCP the Profiler--Upgrade.zip to the /home/beacon directory of the appliance to be 
upgraded.

Step 4 SSH to the system being upgraded, and elevate to root user using the command:
su -

Step 5 Change directory to /home/beacon
cd /home/beacon

Step 6 Verify the MD5 checksum of the upgrade package against the checksum specified 
for the file on the support website. Use the following command to generate the 
checksum of the file on the target system, for example:

md5 Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip

This command will calculate and display the checksum of the file to the terminal on
the appliance so it can be checked against the one displayed on the download site.

Step 7 Unzip the upgrade package, for example:
unzip Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip

This will uncompress the files required for upgrade, and create a new subdirectory
of /home/beacon named ProfilerUpgrade-4.1.0-20.

Step 8 Change directory to the ProfilerUpgrade directory created when the upgrade 
package was unzipped, for example:

cd Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade

The directory will include a script named install.sh. Execute the upgrade script by
entering the following command:

./install.sh

For upgrades from the 3.2 and 3.3 codes there will be a intermediate reboot that is
required and the upgrade script will need to be invoked again to complete the
upgrade. This intermediate reboot isn’t necessary when upgrading from code 4.0
14
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
or higher, in this case proceed to Step 11. During the upgrade process, several
messages may be sent to the terminal indicating progress of the upgrade as
installed components are upgraded.

An intermediate reboot is required

  Upon reboot, login as the root user and re-run this upgrade script

  Hit ENTER to reboot the appliance

Step 9 Press the enter key to reboot the appliance. Wait for the reboot to complete then 
restore the SSH connection and re-login to the appliance, and elevate to root 
access.

Step 10 Resume the upgrade scripts by calling the script in /home/beacon again:
./install.sh

######################################################################
   Profiler Upgrade -- Version 4.1.0-20
######################################################################

  --- Continuing upgrade...
  --- Updating the operating system...

The script will continue the upgrade process.

Step 11 At the completion of the upgrade script, systems upgraded from all supported 
releases will require a reboot to complete the upgrade process. When 
prompted hit ’Enter’ to allow the system to reboot. 

Upgrade Complete

  The upgrade has completed successfully

  Hit ENTER to reboot the appliance 

Step 12 After the final reboot and re-establishment of SSH connection, verify the Beacon 
software version of the appliance by observing the output of the command:

service profiler status

The output will include the full version of the Beacon system including the build
number (e.g., Profiler-4.1.0_20), and should indicate the Running status for the
installed module(s) on the system. 

Repeat steps 3 – 13 above on the other standalone Beacon appliances in the
system being upgraded.

Note After completing the upgrade process, it is strongly recommend that the web 
browser cache be cleared, prior to re-establishing communication via the UI to the 
Beacon Appliance. To accomplish this, close the Beacon UI web page and then 
clear the web browser cache, for example in FireFox click on ’Tools’ and the select 
’Clear Cache’. If this process isn’t completed, the Beacon UI may be inoperable -- 
preventing user login or otherwise malfunctioning.”
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Release Notes for Beacon Endpoint Profiler, Version 4, Release 4.1.0
  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Upgrading All-in-one/Server Only HA Pairs to 4.1.0
The procedure for upgrading a HA-pair is performed on the Secondary node in
the pair first, and then on the Primary. In the process of the upgrade, the system
that was the Secondary node prior to the upgrade will take over the functions of
the Primary, similar to what would occur in the event of the failure of the Primary.

Warning Upgrading the Beacon software on a HA pair must be completed on both 
members of the pair sequentially in a single operation. Do not leave the 
pair with the first appliance upgraded and delay the upgrade of the other 
member of the pair as the Beacon system will not be functional in this 
state.

Tip If it is desirable to return the HA pair back to its state previous to the upgrade, 
failover of the pair will be necessary to force the appliance that was Primary prior 
to the upgrade back to that state. The proper procedure for forcing an HA-pair to 
failover is found in the Beacon Configuration Guide.

Warning Prior to performing the upgrade of a Beacon HA pair, verification of HA 
health should be performed prior to proceeding with the upgrade. If an 
attempt is made to upgrade an HA pair in a degraded state, the upgrade 
may fail catastrophically and require re-ISO of the nodes. Contact Great 
Bay Technical support for pre-upgrade HA Health Assessment procedures.

Follow the procedures below to upgrade the Beacon software on a HA pair to
release 4.1.0.

Step 1 Back up the current database via the Utilities->System Summary->Backup 
Database button through the Beacon UI.

Warning For Beacon HA pairs integrated with RADIUS via LDAP, or with Cisco NAC, 
the appropriate Integration Layer should be disabled until stability of the 
Endpoint Directory is verified after the upgrade. For the upgrade to the 
4.1.0 release from other than 3.2.0 or 3.2.1 specifically, if Endpoint 
Profiling by DNS name is employed, the DNS data in the database will be 
purged and DNS collection configuration cleared. Until DNS collection is 
reconfigured, and DNS data added back to the DB, endpoints profiled by 
DNS Name are expected to transition to another Profile.

Step 2 Download the Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip upgrade package from the Great Bay 
Software technical support site.

Tip After downloading the file from the website, rename the file to 
Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip if necessary.
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  Upgrade of Beacon Systems to the 4.1.0 Release
Step 3 SCP the upgrade package file to the /home/beacon directory of both members of 
the HA-pair.

Warning Use the eth0 interface IPs of both appliances in the pair, not the VIP when 
copying the upgrade package to the appliances, and for the execution of 
the upgrade. If upgrade is performed when ssh-connected via the VIP then 
the upgrade process will fail, leaving appliances in an indeterminate state.

Step 4 Determine which appliance is currently the Secondary appliance in the pair using 
the procedure outlined in the Beacon Configuration Guide.

Step 5 SSH to the IP address of the eth0 interface of the Secondary, and elevate to root 
user using the command.

su -

Step 6 Change directory to /home/beacon
cd /home/beacon

Step 7 Verify the MD5 checksum of the upgrade package against the checksum specified 
for the file on the support website. Use the following command to generate the 
checksum of the file on the target system, for example:

md5 Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip

This command will calculate and display the checksum of the file to the terminal on
the appliance so it can be checked against the one supplied with the file.

Step 8 Unzip the upgrade package, for example
unzip Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade.zip 

This will uncompress the files required for upgrade, and create a new subdirectory
of /home/beacon named ProfilerUpgrade-4.1.0-20.

Step 9 Change directory to the ProfilerUpgrade directory created when the upgrade 
package was unzipped, for example:

cd Profiler-4.1.0-20-Upgrade

The directory will include a script named install.sh. Execute the upgrade script by
entering the following command:

./install.sh

For upgrades from the 3.2 and 3.3 codes there will be a intermediate reboot that is
required and the upgrade script will need to be invoked again to complete the
upgrade. This intermediate reboot isn’t necessary when upgrading from code 4.0
or higher, in this case proceed to Step 11. During the upgrade process, several
messages may be sent to the terminal indicating progress of the upgrade as
installed components are upgraded.

An intermediate reboot is required

  Upon reboot, login as the root user and re-run this upgrade script
  Hit ENTER to reboot the appliance
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Step 10 Press the enter key to reboot the appliance. Wait for the reboot to complete then 
restore the SSH connection and re-login to the appliance, and elevate to root 
access.

Step 11 Resume the upgrade scripts by calling the script in /home/beacon again:
./install.sh

######################################################################
   Profiler Upgrade -- Version 4.1.0-20
######################################################################

  --- Continuing upgrade...
  --- Updating the operating system...

The script will continue the upgrade process.

Step 12 At the completion of the upgrade script, systems upgraded from all supported 
releases will require a reboot to complete the upgrade process. When 
prompted hit ’Enter’ to allow the system to reboot. 

Upgrade Complete

  The upgrade has completed successfully

  Hit ENTER to reboot the appliance 

Tip At the completion of the upgrade of the original Secondary following the reboot as 
upgrade script completes, the appliance will become the Primary for the HA pair as 
the upgrade is initiated on the remaining appliance (Primary at outset of upgrade) 
as described in the remain steps.

Step 13 Proceed with performing the upgrade process on the remaining appliance (Primary 
node at the outset of the upgrade) by repeating steps #6- 11 above. Completing 
the appliance reboot(s) as necessary.

Step 14 Verify the successful upgrade of the system by entering the

service profiler status 

command on both nodes of the upgraded pair. The output will include the current 
version of the Beacon system including the build number (e.g., Profiler-4.1.0_20), 
and should indicate the status of running for the installed module(s) on the new 
Primary, and stopped on the system which is now the Secondary.

Once the second appliance has been successfully upgraded, both members of the
HA-pair are now at the 4.1.0 release.

Note After completing the upgrade process, it is strongly recommend that the web 
browser cache be cleared, prior to re-establishing communication via the UI to the 
Beacon Appliance. To accomplish this, close the Beacon UI web page and then 
clear the web browser cache, for example in FireFox click on ’Tools’ and the select 
’Clear Cache’. If this process isn’t completed, the Beacon UI may be inoperable -- 
preventing user login or otherwise malfunctioning.”
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